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CONCUSSION
A “ding,” “getting your bell rung,” or what seems to be a minor head injury can lead to a concussion, and should 
be considered a big deal. Talk to your coaches and parents about how to reduce the risk, recognize and treat 
a concussion.

WHAT IS A CONCUSSION?
A concussion is a mild brain injury. Concussions are caused by a bump, blow or jolt to the head or body.  
A concussion actually causes a chemical imbalance that disrupts the brain’s function. 

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF A CONCUSSION
You can’t see a concussion. Signs and symptoms of a concussion can appear right after the injury or may 
develop over several hours. If you have one or more of the symptoms listed below, you should stop playing 
and seek medical attention immediately.

• Headache

• Mood and behavior changes

• Double or blurry vision

• Confusion and/or forgetfulness

• Nausea or vomiting

• Fatigue

• Loss of balance

• Light and noise sensitivity

• Difficulty concentrating

• Disturbed sleep

 

Females have a higher rate
of concussions and symptoms.

Females take longer to recover 
from a concussion.

90% of concussions  
DO NOT CAUSE 
a loss of consciousness.

Source: The American Journal of Medicine (2017) 130, 885-892

Source: Concussion. 2018 Mar; 3(1): CNC51

Source: Appl Neuropsychol. 2006;13(3):166-74.

It’s estimated that up to

3.8 MILLION
concussions occur each year.

Source: American Academy of Neurology
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If any of your symptoms get worse, you should go to the emergency room.

DANGER SIGNS
Stay alert for symptoms that get worse over time. You should go to the emergency room right away 
if you have one of these:

One pupil is larger
than the other

A headache that 
gets progressively 

worse 

Weakness, numbness 
or decreased 
coordination

Confusion and 
slurred speech

Vomiting more than 
two times 

DO’S

Get plenty of rest. Sleep is an important 
part of recovery

Use acetaminophen for headaches

DON’TS

Take aspirin, ibuprofen or naxopren 
(NSAIDs) for the first 48 hours

Operate heavy machinery or 
motor vehicle 
(unless cleared by a medical provider)

TREATING CONCUSSIONS
No medication will cure a concussion, but a medical professional will treat your symptoms, like headache or 
nausea. You need to be observed for a few hours to make sure symptoms do not worsen and you remain 
conscious. Your brain needs time to heal.

STARTING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AFTER A CONCUSSION
After you have been cleared by a doctor, you can begin with light activity, which can include the following 
exercises, but no weightlifting. Depending on how you feel, you can increase activity level once per day. If your 
symptoms come back or increase, change your time and intensity to keep your heart rate lower.

For the first few days, limit any physical and mental activity that involves a lot of concentration 
or noise. Gradually increase school activities as long as symptoms do not worsen.

Source: Med Sci (Basel). 2019 Mar; 7(3): 44.
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NECK STRENGTHENING EXERCISES
Neck strengthening is one of the most important things you can do to help reduce the risk of concussions 
and neck injuries. If you have access to neck-strengthening equipment, that’s great, but you don’t need it.  
The following descriptions show you how to do these easy exercises anytime, anywhere.

STANDING EXERCISES

For each of these exercises, you will hold for 10 seconds and repeat three times on each side.

EXTENSION (NEUTRAL)
Look straight ahead. Use light pressure
from your fingertips at the back of 
your head. Resist bending your
head backward.

5

LATERAL SIDE BEND (NEUTRAL)
Look straight ahead. Use light pressure
from your fingertips at the side of your 
head. Resist bending your head sideways.

1

EXTENSION (FLEXED)
Bend your head slightly backward. 
Use light pressure from your fingertips
at the back of your head. Resist
bending your head farther backward.

6

LATERAL SIDE BEND (FLEXED)
Look straight ahead. Tilt your head toward 
your shoulder. Use light pressure from
your fingertips at the side of your head.
Resist tilting your head farther to the side.

2

ROTATION (NEUTRAL)
Look straight ahead. Use light pressure
to the side of your head and resist
turning your head to the side.

7

FORWARD FLEXION (NEUTRAL)
Look straight ahead. Use light pressure 
from your fingertips at your forehead, 
resist bending your head forward.

FORWARD FLEXION (FLEXED)
Bend your head forward. Use light pressure
from your fingertips at your forehead. 
Resist bending your head farther forward. 

4

ROTATION (RESISTED)
Look straight ahead. Turn your head 
slightly to the side. Use light pressure 
to the side of your head. Resist 
turning your head farther.

8

NECK LIFT 
1) Start with your back flat, knees bent and feet on the floor. Bend your shoulders 

and elbows to 90 degrees. Keep your shoulders, arms, elbows and backs of 
your hands on the floor.

2) Keeping your head and neck straight, lift your head and neck straight up, like 
you are trying to touch the ceiling with your nose.

This is slow and controlled. The count should be: up 1, 2, 3; down 1, 2, 3; and
repeat. You should feel the muscles in the front of your neck starting to burn.

9

FLOOR EXERCISES

For each of these exercises, you will repeat 10 times, working yourself up to another set of 10.

2)

1)

3
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NECK LIFT WITH HEADCURL
1) Start with your back flat, knees bent and feet on the floor. Bend your shoulders  

and elbows to 90 degrees.

2) Lift your head up. 

3) Roll your chin into your chest, hold for 1 second and roll your head back to 
the floor. 

The key to this exercise is slow and controlled. If your hands, shoulders or arms 
lift up while you are doing this exercise, you’re not using your neck (shoulders or
abs are engaged instead). Lift up and roll for 2 seconds, hold, and back down
slowly — 1, 2, 3.

10

STANDING OR SEATED ROW WITH 
EXTERNAL SHOULDER ROTATION
In a standing or seated position, using free weights or tubing, lift 
your arms to the front, stopping at 90 degrees. Then, pull backward,
bending your elbows to 90 degrees. Pinch your shoulder blades
together, then rotate your forearms up. Hold for 1 second, then
return to starting position.

13

UPRIGHT ROW
Standing with your legs shoulder-width apart and knees slightly bent with palms
of your hands in front of your thighs, hold the weight or use a band. Pull your
arms up and stop at chest height. Shoulders should be at 90 degrees and
elbows bent to the sides. Return to your starting position and continue.

14

FLOOR EXERCISES

For each of these exercises, you will repeat 10 times, working yourself up to another set of 10.

1)

2)

3)

EXERCISES WITH GYM EQUIPMENT

The following exercises can be done with machines, free weights, an exercise band or tubing. For each of 
these exercises, use enough weight or resistance to do only 8 to 10 repetitions, 3 times (sets). Make sure your 
motion is slow and controlled.

SHOULDER SHRUG 
Slowly shrug your
shoulders up, back
and down. 

SHOULDER PRESS 
Raise your arms so that your 
elbows are even with your
shoulders and flexed at about 90
degrees. Then, raise the weight,
band or tubing toward the ceiling
while straightening your elbows. 

11 12

For appointments, visit houstonmethodist.org/concussion or call 713.441.8277 if you suspect 
that you have had a concussion.

Visit houstonmethodist.org/concussion for a video demonstration of each exercise.
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HOUSTON METHODIST 
CONCUSSION CENTER LOCATIONS

1. TEXAS MEDICAL CENTER
Outpatient Center 
6445 Main St., Suite 2500 
Houston, TX 77030 
713.441.9000

Scurlock Tower 
6560 Fannin St., Suites 802 & 1840 
Houston, TX 77030 
713.441.8277

Smith Tower 
6560 Fannin St., Suites 2600 
Houston, TX 77030 
713.441.9000

2. BAYTOWN
1677 W. Baker Rd., Suite 1701 
Baytown, TX 77521 
281.427.7400

3. BELLAIRE
5505 W. Loop S. Fwy. 
Houston, TX 77081 
713.441.9000

4. CLEAR LAKE
18123 Upper Bay Rd.
Medical Office Building 4, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77058 
713.363.9090

5. LEAGUE CITY
2220 E. League City Pkwy., Suite 100 
League City, TX 77573 
713.363.9090

6. LONG MEADOW FARMS
7790 W. Grand Pkwy. S., Suite 100 
Richmond, TX 77406 
281.690.4678

7. PASADENA
6243 Fairmont Pkwy., Suite 100 
Pasadena, TX 77505 
713.363.9090

8. SIENNA
8330 Hwy. 6, Suite 110 
Missouri City, TX 77459 
281.690.4678

9. SPRING
19711 Stuebner Airline Rd. 
Spring, TX 77379 
281.737.0999

10. SPRING VALLEY
9090 Katy Fwy., Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77024 
713.441.9000

11. SUGAR LAND
16811 Southwest Fwy., Suite 200 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
281.690.4678 

12. THE WOODLANDS
17183 Interstate 45 S.  
Medical Office Building 1
Suites 210 & 690  
The Woodlands, TX 77385 
936.321.8000 or 936.270.3900

13. TOWNE LAKE
9915 Barker Cypress Rd. 
Building 5, Suite 200 
Cypress, TX 77433 
281.737.1555

14. WEST HOUSTON-KATY
18400 Katy Fwy. 
Medical Office Building 1, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77094 
832.522.2663

15. WILLOWBROOK
13802 Centerfield Dr., Suite 300 
Houston, TX 77070 
281.737.0999
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MAKING GOOD FOOD CHOICES CAN 
IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE
Good nutrition is important for everyone to keep a healthy weight, help prevent disease, and provide energy, 
sound sleep, and strong brain function. You should eat a variety of foods to get important vitamins, minerals 
and nutrients that help you stay a strong performer.

NUTRITION TIPS TO KEEP YOU COMPETITIVE
Before exercise: You should eat meals 2 to 4 hours before exercise. They should be rich in complex 
carbohydrates. Never exercise on an empty stomach. 

During exercise: You can have sports drinks, gels and energy bars in small, equivalent intervals. 

After exercise: You can eat as soon as 15 minutes after exercise. These meals should consist of 200 to 
400 calories.

NUTRITIONALLY BALANCED MEALS
Nutritionally balanced meals should include:

45-65% Carbohydrates 
(4 calories/gram)

Carbohydrates provide your body’s main 

source of energy.

10-35% Proteins 
(4 calories/gram)

Fats contribute to cell structure and 

supply energy.

20-35% Fats 
(9 calories/gram)

Proteins contribute to cell structure, regulate 

body processes and supply energy. 

Sources: medlineplus.gov; J Obes Metab Syndr. 2018 Mar; 27(1): 39–45

10
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FITNESS CAN KEEP 
YOU AT THE TOP OF 
YOUR GAME
A smart fitness routine can improve your health and your performance.  
Keeping fit between practices and games helps keep your muscles 
strong, your endurance high and your skills sharp.

WARMING UP 

EXERCISE TIPS
• Wear proper-fitting, lightweight clothing and 

shoes. Make sure shoes have cushioned soles 
and good support to help prevent foot and 
ankle injuries.

• During warm weather, exercise indoors, or in the 
early morning or late evening hours.

• Always begin with a 5- to 10-minute warm up 
and finish with a 5-minute cooldown. 

WARNING SIGNS 
Stop exercising if you have any of the following symptoms: 

• Chest pain 

• Inability to catch your breath 

• Irregular heartbeat 

• Lightheadedness or dizziness 

• Nausea or vomiting 

• Severe tiredness or fatigue

TAKING YOUR HEART RATE (PULSE) 
Track your pulse periodically during workouts, or if you feel out of breath, dizzy or overly fatigued. 

To take your pulse at your wrist, use two fingers and press just below the palm of your hand. Find your pulse 
on the thumb side above your wrist bone, between the tendons and the edge of your wrist. 

Recheck your pulse after you cool down. Remember to cool down by performing stretching exercises or 
walking at a slow pace for 1 to 2 minutes. 

Count your heart rate for 15 seconds and multiply by four to get your 1-minute pulse. 

 Example: 23 beats x 4 = 92 beats per minute (BPM)

COVID-19
Remember to take extra precautions and follow current health guidelines to prevent catching or 
spreading infections when you are exercising at a public facility or among a group of people.

A proper warm up can improve an athlete’s performance and accelerate the body’s 
recovery process. The best way to avoid being sidelined for weeks or months is to 
ease into, and out of, strenuous activities by stretching adequately before and after 
you work out. At Houston Methodist, we recommend a quick, 10-minute dynamic 
functional warm up. See page 14 for more.

11

Sources: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; J Exerc Rehabil. 2018 Feb; 14(1): 78–82

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF DEHYDRATION
• Headache

• Dizziness

• Mental confusion

• Visual disturbances

• Loss of consciousness

• Nausea or vomiting

• Cramps

• Loss of coordination

• Collapse

• Dark urine

TREATING DEHYDRATION
• Remove yourself from the sun and get into 

a cooler area.

• Drink fluids.

• Apply ice to cramping areas.

• If symptoms increase, quickly cool your body.

• If symptoms continue, ask your coach or 
parents to take you to the nearest emergency 
care facility.

STAYING HYDRATED CAN IMPROVE 
YOUR PERFORMANCE
Water is the most important substance humans consume every day. Your body uses water in every single part, 
from your brain to your joints. Water helps your body breathe, maintain temperature and digest food, among 
other important functions.

As an athlete, you should make sure you drink plenty of water every day, and especially before, during and 
after exercise or a game. Your body loses water through sweating, which can lead to dehydration and lower 
performance on the field.

STAYING HYDRATED

Source: Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2007 Feb;39(2):377-90

Source: BMC Public Health. 2018; 18: 1346

Source: Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2007 Feb;39(2):377-90

DO’S

Two hours before exercise, practices or 
games, drink at least 16 ounces of fluid.

During exercise, practices and games, 
drink about 8 ounces every 20 minutes.

After a workout, drink 8 to 16 ounces of 
water per hour of exercise. You can also 
calculate your sweat rate by weighing 
yourself before and after working out, 
and then drinking 16 to 24 ounces of 
water for every pound lost.

DON’TS

Limit carbonated beverages and fruit 
juices during exercise, practices and 
games.

Avoid caffeine and energy drinks, as 
they increase the risk of dehydration.
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DYNAMIC FUNCTIONAL WARM UP
A proper warm up can improve an athlete’s level of performance and accelerate your recovery. This dynamic 
functional warm up is a simple series of exercises that prepares the entire body for upcoming physical activity. 
Incorporating this quick 10-minute warm up into your training session can help decrease the chance of injury 
and should be an essential component of every workout or competition.

BEGIN WITH A 50-YARD WARM UP JOG

HIGH KNEES  2 REPS × 20 YARDS
Lift knees high
Run tall with good arm swing

LATERAL SKIP  10 YARDS, ROTATE 180 DEGREES, 10 YARDS
Stay sideways
Rapid knee lift with jump

BUTT KICKS  2 REPS × 20 YARDS
Bring heels up to buttocks
Run tall with good arm swing

LATERAL STEP  10 YARDS, ROTATE 180 DEGREES, 10 YARDS
Stay low
Take large side steps

CARIOCA  2 REPS × 20 YARDS
Stay sideways
Lift one knee high and over body

WALKING KNEE HUG  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Hug one knee tightly to chest
Walk tall

BACK PEDAL  2 REPS × 20 YARDS
Reach back with strides
Run tall

“A” SKIP  2 REPS × 20 YARDS
Skip with rapid knee lift
Remain tall with good arm swing

6

2

7

3

8

4

5

1
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GROIN STRETCH  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Large lateral step with lunge both ways (hold 2 seconds)
Keep chest up

HURDLE WALK  FORWARD 10 YARDS, BACKWARD 10 YARDS
Bring leg up to side and over forward
Rotate 180 degrees and bring leg up, forward and then back to side

RDL WALK  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Place one leg out straight in front and sweep ground with hands
Keep chest tall and back flat

HIGH KNEES
Rapidly for 5 yards, then accelerate 15 yards

WALKING FIGURE-4 STRETCH  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Place one ankle across opposite knee
Perform slight squat while pushing down on crossed knee

BUTT KICKS
Rapidly for 5 yards, then accelerate 15 yards

LUNGE WITH ROTATION  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Large forward step, place hands on ground inside of foot (hold 2 seconds)
Twist trunk in opposite direction and toward forward knee (hold 2 seconds)

SOLDIER  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Lift leg straight and touch with opposite arm
Walk tall

ACCELERATE FROM 3-POINT STANCE  2 REPS × 20 YARDS
Begin in 3-point stance
Explode out and accelerate for 20 yards

WALKING QUAD STRETCH  1 REP × 20 YARDS
Pull one ankle to buttocks while stretching opposite arm high
Walk tall

11

12

13
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10

15

18
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WHEN A SPORTS INJURY OCCURS
At Houston Methodist Orthopedic Injury Clinics, you can see a specialist the same day you need care. Count 
on our knowledgeable doctors and staff to quickly evaluate and treat your injury, so you can get back to your 
active life. Clinics provide treatment for: 

• Acute orthopedic injuries 

• Fractures and broken bones 

• Injured tendons 

• Minor dislocations 

• Sports injuries 

• Sprains and strains 

• Torn ligaments

With enhanced safety measures in place, you can rest assured your safety is our top priority. 
Please call the location nearest you (see page 17) for office hours or to book an appointment.  
We accept major insurance plans and have office-visit pricing.

  
Visit houstonmethodist.org/ortho-injury-clinics to learn more.
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TEXAS MEDICAL
CENTER
Outpatient Center
6445 Main St.
Suite 2500
Houston, TX 77030 
713.441.9000

Smith Tower
6550 Fannin St.
Suite 2600
Houston, TX 77030
713.790.1818

Scurlock Tower
6560 Fannin St.
Suite 410
Houston, TX 77030
713.441.3535

BAYTOWN
1677 W. Baker Rd.
Suite 1701
Baytown, TX 77521
281.427.7400

BELLAIRE
5505 W. Loop S.
Houston, TX 77081
713.441.9000 

CLEAR LAKE 
18123 Upper Bay Rd.
Medical Office Building 4
Suite 200
Houston, TX 77058
713.363.9090

CONROE
4015 Interstate 45 N.
Suite 110
Conroe, TX 77304
936.321.8000

LEAGUE CITY
2220 E. League City 
Pkwy., Suite 200
League City, TX 77573 
713.363.9090

LONG MEADOW FARMS
7790 W. Grand Pkwy. S.
Suite 100
Richmond, TX 77406
281.690.4678

MEMORIAL CITY
9090 Katy Fwy.
Suite 200
Houston, TX 77024
713.353.5770

PASADENA
6243 Fairmont Pkwy.
Suite 100
Pasadena, TX 77505
713.363.9090

PEARLAND
8520 W. Broadway St.
Suite 100
Pearland, TX 77584
713.790.1818

SIENNA
8330 Hwy. 6
Suite 110
Missouri City, TX 77459
281.690.4678

SPRING
19711 Stuebner Airline Rd.
Spring, TX 77379
281.737.0999

SUGAR LAND
16811 Southwest Fwy.
Suite 200
Sugar Land, TX 77479
281.690.4678 

THE WOODLANDS
17183 Interstate 45 S.
Medical Office Building 1
Suite 210
The Woodlands, TX 77385
936.321.8000

TOWNE LAKE
9915 Barker Cypress Rd. 
Building 5, Suite 200
Cypress, TX 77433
281.737.1555

WEST HOUSTON-KATY
18400 Katy Fwy.
Medical Office Building 1
Suite 200
Houston, TX 77094
832.522.8280

WILLOWBROOK
13802 Centerfield Dr.
Suite 300
Houston, TX 77070
281.737.0999

HOUSTON METHODIST ORTHOPEDICS & 
SPORTS MEDICINE LOCATIONS

Sugar Land

Long Meadow Farms

Sienna 
Clear Lake

League City

The Woodlands
Spring

Conroe

West Houston-Katy

Memorial City

Pearland

Texas Medical Center

Bellaire

Willowbrook

Baytown

Cypress

Houston Methodist 
Orthopedic Injury Clinic

19 convenient locations

Houston Methodist 
Orthopedics & Sports Medicine

Pasadena

Towne Lake
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GET YOUR FREE COVID-19 VACCINE
Walk in or schedule online for your free Pfizer COVID-19 
vaccine at Houston Methodist

Houston Methodist experts stand behind the COVID-19 vaccine and we have safely administered more than 
900,000 doses. Getting a COVID-19 vaccine means that we are getting closer to returning our lives to normal 
— back to school, back to work and back to spending time doing the things we love with the people we care 
about. 

We’re making it easier than ever to get your COVID-19 vaccine: 

If you think you may have coronavirus, please call Virtual Urgent Care or schedule an 
appointment with your primary care physician.

COVID-19 vaccinations are provided for free to individuals 5 and older. 

Houston Methodist
The Woodlands Hospital

Houston Methodist
Willowbrook Hospital

Houston Methodist
West Hospital

Houston Methodist
Josie Roberts 
Administration Building

Houston Methodist
Sugar Land Hospital

Houston Methodist
Clear Lake Hospital

Houston Methodist
Baytown Hospital

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE: 
Visit houstonmethodist.org/vaccine 
to schedule online

WALK-INS WELCOME: 
Visit houstonmethodist.org/vaccine 
for walk-in hours
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VIRTUAL URGENT CARE
If you’re feeling sick, you can skip the drive and the waiting room by talking to a doctor on a video chat — 
wherever you are. Our board-certified providers are available to new and existing patients for nonemergency, 
urgent care 24/7, even on holidays.

Video visits do not require an appointment. The doctor can give an assessment, diagnosis, treatment plan 
and medication prescription, if necessary. Just download the MyMethodist app to get started.

Download MyMethodist today!

houstonmethodist.org/virtual-care

Providers are available 
24/7, even on 

weekends and holidays.

2. SELECT A PROVIDER
Access Virtual Urgent Care 
via the MyMethodist app or 

your computer.

1. DOWNLOAD THE APP
Video visits are available 

to both new and 
existing patients.

3. BEGIN YOUR VISIT

Get the same trusted care you expect from Houston Methodist — from the comfort of your own home. 
Video visits are $20.
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